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KINGS ENGLISH 2020 / LEVEL I 

GRADE 7 

Task 1. Choose the right word.(40 ქულა)  

Sample: They have a black _____ and neck, and a brown body.  A. fin  B. Head C. Trunk 

1. When autumn arrives, they have to _____ south where the weather is warmer. 

A. fly  B. run  C. jump 

2. The winters are so cold in Siberia that the birds die if they _____ there.   

A. keep  B. stay  C. take 

3. If Canada Geese _____ their parents they won't know what to do in the autumn. 

A. hug  B. carry C. lose 

4. If Canada Geese cannot find their parents scientists teach the birds to _____ the plane.  

A. go  B. follow C. run 

5. Many children in Canada wait for the birds to come _____ in Spring. 

A. to  B. next  C. Back 

Task 2. Choose the best word to fill in spaces. (40 ქულა)  

Sample:  My friends and I _____ to a rock concert last night. A. followed B. went C. arrived 

6. The concert began at seven and we didn't want to be _____ . 

A. late   B. soon  C. already 

 

7. At the concert, we _____ the words to most of the songs.   

A. believed  B. knew  C. met 

 

8. The music was very _____ so we couldn't chat to one another. 

A. full   B. hard  C. loud 

 

9. The band _____ on stage for over two hours.  

A. stayed  B. passed  C. went 

 

10. We all _____ a great time at the concert.  

A. were  B. had   C. Put 

Task 3.  Choose the correct ending. (20 ქულა)  

Sample:  manag   A. ian  B. ant   C. er 

11.  help  A. ful  B. ive  C. ous 

12.  agree  A. tion  B. ment C. ness 

13.  accident A. al  B. able  C. ous    

14.  translat  A. ant  B. or  C. er 

15.  kind  A. sion  B. ment C. ness 
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Magti Bonus Task. Bonus Task. Choose the correctly spelled word A, B or C. (3 ქულა) 

16. A. trafic  B. traffik C. traffic 

 

Bonus Task. Choose A, B or C to complete the sentences. (12 ქულა)  

Sample: He usually _____ up at 7 o’clock. A. is getting B. has got C. gets 

17. John wants _____ bananas. A. some B. any C. a 

18. Yesterday we _____ at home. A. weren’t B. wasn't C. aren't 

19. They _____ in a restaurant last night. A. ate B. are eating C. eat 

20.  _____ is it? It’s a mouse. A. Which B. What C. Where 
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